AMENDMENT TO THE RULES COMMITTEE PRINT

116–15

OFFERED BY M__. ____________

Page 24, beginning on line 9, strike “described under subsections (b), (c), (d), (e), (g), and (h) of section 1013” and insert “established under section 1013”.

Page 30, after line 19, insert the following:

(3) REESTABLISHMENT OF MEMORANDA OF UNDERSTANDING.—The memoranda of understanding between the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau and the Department of Education titled “Memorandum of Understanding Between the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection and the U.S. Department of Education Concerning the Sharing of Information” (October 19, 2011) and “Memorandum of Understanding Concerning Supervisory and Oversight Cooperation and Related Information Sharing Between the U.S. Department of Education and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau” (January 9, 2014)—
(A) shall remain in effect and may not be terminated by any party to such memoranda; and

(B) may only be amended or revised if the parties to the memoranda determine that such amendment or revision would promote better interagency coordination to the benefit of consumers.